SYROS

THE ISLAND OF 4 SEASONS

THE HISTORY
OF A LADY.

S

yros dominates the heart
of the Aegean Sea with its
dynamic character and the
cosmopolitan grace of a
Lady. A dominant power with its
headquarters in Hermoupolis, the
capital city of the island and the
Cyclades, which maintains and elevates the atmosphere and the history of another era. A history that
unfolds through the rambling alleys, the numerous old mansions
and neoclassical buildings, such as
the monumental Town Hall and the
Apollon Theatre, Ano Syros and the
traditional villages that combine the
Medieval with the Cycladic architecture, the Orthodox and Catholic
churches, the lacy coastline, the azure of the sea and the unique natural
rocky landscape.

The impression one gets as soon as they arrive in Syros for
the first time is unique, when they see the two hills on the
background overhanging Hermoupolis and the natural port,
which was once the largest and most commercial port in the
Mediterranean, full of ships and yachts anchoring or finding
shelter within the harbour.
However, vision is not the only sense the visitor may experience throughout the year. They may even listen to the
sounds of the lyrical operas, the theatrical performances and
the music of rebetiko; smell the sweet scent of loukoumi and
nugats; taste the traditional food based on local recipes;
touch the carved stones and the marble most mansions have
been built with, not only in the city, but also at the villages.
Cycladic and bourgeois, famous yet unexplored, Syros,
“The Lady of the Aegean”, can be identified with the best
Greece has to offer.
Until we meet again!

SPRING IN SYROS.

TRAVELOGUE
IN NATURE
Welcome spring while trekking through nature, discover the beauties of the island
as you follow the scents of wild flowers and the soft rustle of leaves in the most
idyllic locations of Syros… shortly before the meltemia winds awake and the thousands of tourists flood the island.

SUMMER IN SYROS.

A STROLL TO
THE BEACHES
Wander around the beautiful beaches of the cosmopolitan island of Syros, bask
on golden shores and escape in sheltered bays, relax in private coves with crystal
clear waters, swim into the deep blue of the Aegean Sea.

AUTUMN IN SYROS.

AUTHENTIC
CHARM
As the dazzling shades of the summer, the golden hues of the sun and the pulsating energy of tourists wear away, Syros reveals its unadulterated character of
authentic charm, slowly unfolding the simple beauty of purity that only the roar
of history and culture can overshadow.

WINTER IN SYROS.

STORY OF
ANOTHER TIME
Wander through the narrow alleys of Hermoupolis among old mansions, savour
the grandeur of the churches and the remarkable architecture of the neoclassical
buildings, let yourselves in the interminable continuity of time from the past to
the present day.

www.syrosisland.gr

